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August 8,2013 

Secretary, Canadian Section 
International Joint Commission 
234 Lauriern Ave. West - 22nd Floor 
Ottawa, ON K1P 6K6 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2012 Air Quality Agreement Progress 
Report. 

As the largest private sector union in Canada, the Canadian Auto Workers Union 
represents more than 195,000 members across the country. Many of our members are 
impacted by our air quality issues either through the sectors of employment they are 

involved in or the geographical locations in which they live. 

While we believe the 2012 Progress Report indicates that there has been some general 
progress made on reducing air contaminates in both countries, there is certainly always 
opportunities to  do more. In particular we must stress the absolutely unacceptable 
reductions that are being made to  the environmental monitoring and protection 
agencies in Canada. 

Politicians must give consideration to the fact  that Canada has the longest coastline in 
the world, which makes us particularly sensitive to  climate fluctuations, especially in 
economic sectors like agriculture, fisheries, and forestry. If the government of the day 
wishes to  continue to aspire to  be an "energy superpower'' supplier to  the United 
States, then it is critical that the government understand the effects of climate change 
and environmental impacts on our air - shed sources. 

Recent cuts to the scientific workforce of Environment Canada threaten scientific 
research related to the ozone layer in the upper atmosphere and pollution in the lower 
atmosphere. These reductions in personnel and projected budget cuts also threaten 
existing international agreements. 
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It is unthinkable t h a t  data collection is beginning to shu t  down in this vast country, in 
some  cases a t  stations tha t  started decades ago. International agreements including t h e  
UN framework for  Climate Change Convention, t h e  Montreal Protocol and U.S. bilateral 
agreements were all signed by t h e  Canadian government but  their ability to fulfill their 
obligations is now in question. 

The following is a list of just somkdof t h e  continued reductions o r  eliminations to 
important environmental air and water  control programs in recent years. 

2006: 

I .  , 

@Apr 2006. “One Tonne Challenge” funding s topped 

2008: I 
.Jan 2008. Office of National Science Adviser phased out 

2010: 

*Feb 2010. Layoffs a t  The Canada Institute for Scientific and  Technical Information 

.Mar 2010. Information restrictions brought in by government have severely restricted 
t h e  media’s access to government researchers 

eAug 2010. Cuts to Environment Canada weather-service 

2011: 

eJul2011.5udget  cuts  to Climate Change and Clean Air, Substance and Waste 
Management,  Wea the r  and  Environmental Services, Water  Resources and Internal 
Services, Action Plan o n  Clean Water, t h e  Federal Contaminated Sites Action Plan, 
Chemicals Management  Plan, t h e  Clean Air’ Agenda, t h e  Air Quality Health Index, 
Species a t  Risk Program 

eOct 2011. Canadian Environmental Network closes 

43ec 2011. Withdraw from t h e  Kyoto Accord 

2012: 

OFeb 2012. Polar Environment Atmospheric Research Laboratory (PEARL) loses funding 
(later partial reprieve) 
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@Mar 2012. Canadian Foundation for Climate and Atmospheric Sciences closes 

aApr 2012. Repeal of Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, download to  provinces 

BApr 2012. Sustainable Water Management Division cut 

@Apr 2012. Transport Canada Aircraft Services cut 

eApr 2012. Parks Canada cuts affect four national marine conservation areas 

@Apr 2012. 47 scientists and researchers a t  t e NRC Institute for Biodiagnostics laid off 
in Winnipeg and Calgary. 

oMay 2012.1000 jobs cut a t  Department of and Oceans 

.May 2012. Ocean Contaminants & Marine Toxicology Program axed. 

@May 2012. Centre for Offshore Oil & Gas Energy Research cut 

.May 2012. Freshwater Institute cut 

oMay 2012. Smokestacks Emissions Monitoring Team cut 

@May 2012. Transport Canada library closed 

.Juri 2012. Eliminate Experimental Lakes Area program 

eOct 2012. DFO Habitat Management Program cut 

9Oct 2012. Ozone science group falls victim to government cuts 

aOct 2012. Job cuts a t  NRC 

eOct 2012. Navigable Waters Protection Act changed t o  weaken environmental 
oversight, changes sought by pipeline industry 

~ N O V  2012. Bill C-45 weakens environmental laws 

@Nov 2012. Navigable Waters Protection Act altered 

oDec 2012. Eliminating the Hazardous Materials Information Review Commission 
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2013: 

aMar  2013. Experimental Lakes Area environmental research project loses funding 

eMar 2013. $100 million cut from Department of Fisheries & Oceans over three years 

.Mar 2013. National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy closes 

OApr 2013.Closure of Department of Fisheries & Oceans libraries 

(Source: John Dupuis - science librarian at  York University in Toronto.) 

The CAW believes that our government is taking the country in a direction that is out of 
step with most Canadians. Polls consistently show that most Canadians give 
environmental protection priority over unregulated economic growth. 

We need to redirect our focus back to being the proud environmental protection bench- 
setters we once were known as around the world. 

What’s needed t o  get Canada back on track? 

0 We need to  get serious about climate change and we must be bold. The federal 
government should put a price on carbon and gradually increase it over the next 
invest in emission reductions. 

0 Infrastructure spending in Canadian cities should have higher green content, and 
should provide stronger support to  green transportation - walking, bicycling and 
public transit. 

Our federal government should reward industry- small and large - to  go green 
and it should engage provincial and municipal governments to do the same. It 
should take on a larger role in promdting more compact and energy-efficient 
Canadian cities and use i ts  tax policyland regulatory powers to  steer development 
and consumption choices by industry and individuals. 

0 We should restore needed funding to the Department of Environment and the 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency. We should increase support for 
research and public engagement on the environment. 

0 We should act  on the promises we made to protect biodiversity. 
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We should emulate elsewhere the Ontario government’s pledge to plant 50 

million trees by 2020 in southern Ontario. 

generations. 

Our Prime Minister and Minister of the Environment should phase out subsidies 
for oil sands development, move to a more sustainable energy strategy that 
promotes and sustains jobs for Canadian workers in Canada! 

Sincerely 

KEN BONDY 
National Coordinator 
CAW-Canada 
KB/bmcope343 
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